The TXM Technology Group prides itself on the design and
delivery of bespoke resource solutions into the core technology,
digital, information security and cyber technology environments.
Across the group companies, there is a common focus of
driving positive outcomes for all clients and candidates alike
within a fast paced, dynamic and ever changing marketplace.
Fran established TXM Technology in 2013 with a collective
goal - to invest, support and drive positive outcomes for all.
Over the last four years, Fran has led a team to extraordinary
growth, developing the business from a single office with
two consultants, to today, boasting a total of four separate
companies working from three offices locations and a team of
over twenty employee’s.

FRANCIS JONES

Strategically located offices in Manchester servicing the
North, and in Fareham servicing the South, provides dedicated
resourcing teams maintaining leading digital, core and cyberfocused technology clients.
2016 also saw the addition of a stand-alone resourcing entity
located in Europe, as well as TXM Cyber Solutions, a new
business providing SME’s with the protection of computer and
online systems.
With his team of dedicated professionals, Fran has delivered
his goal of growing a strong business that supports clients in
a focused, collaborative process. Fewer but more engaged
customers, working with highly motivated consultants providing
a best in class solution.
By delivering for, and retaining 50 leading clients and
successfully partnering hundreds of projects, TXM Technology
Group has firmly established its solution of offering a mix of
resource project solutions, standard recruitment projects
and now the delivery of bespoke technology managed services
within the Cyber Technology space.
In 2017 the group will continue to follow its collective
approach to new and exciting markets with the aim of
expanding into the USA and Emirate territories and growing its
client community to 70.
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A world of new opportunity waits. Moving forward together with
our customers ensuring that service, solution and outcome
remain central to going The Xtra Mile.

